OVERHEAD CIRCUIT #2 ALUMINUM (4 WIRE)

I.

Quantity
The base bid shall include the specified number of feet of overhead circuit #2 Alum (4
Wire) furnished and supplied as hereinafter specified.

II.

Material
a.

Wire - The single conductor aluminum wire shall consist of one ACSR #2, 7
strand 6/1, conductor. The wire shall have .047 inches of cross linked
polyethylene insulation rated at 600V. The single conductor wire shall be code
worded "PIGNUT".

b.

Secondary Racks with Spool Insulators - The secondary racks shall be heavy
duty, hot dipped galvanized steel, with four 3" Spool Insulators, approved equal
to Porcelain Products Catalogue #3948.

c.

Secondary Rack Extension brackets - The secondary rack 9" or 21" extension
bracket shall be heavy duty, hot dipped galvanized steel, approved equal to
Cooper Catalogue #DR2E1 or DR2E2.

d.

Splices - The splices shall be compression type, aluminum, equal to Burndy
product.

e.

Tie Wire - The tie wires shall be #6 aluminum.

f.

Through Bolts - The through bolts, nuts, and washers shall be hot dipped
galvanized, 5/8" diameter.

g.

Insulating Pads - The insulating pads shall be approximately 3 1/4" x 4 1/2" x
.125" Scotch #2200 or approved equal.

III. Installation
a.

The overhead circuit shall be installed in the locations shown on the drawings
and as indicated in the field by the engineer.

b.

Secondary rack extension brackets shall be used in locations shown on the
drawings and indicated in the field by the engineer.
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c. The wire shall be strung and sagged in accordance with DOE DWG. 01S0117

and as instructed in the field by the engineer.
d.

The overhead circuit shall consist of four wires strung on the secondary racks in
the areas indicated.

e.

All clearances indicated in the National Electrical Safety Code shall be
maintained throughout and any relocation of existing facilities required or
indicated for such clearance shall be obtained by the contractor and included in
the unit price bid under this item.

f.

All racks at dead-ends or at angle points shall be installed by bolting through the
pole.

g.

Preformed coated dead-ends of the appropriate size shall be used at circuit
terminations and directed by the engineer.

h.

All lines side splices and taps shall be insulated with an insulating pad.

IV. Quotation
The overhead circuit #2 Alum (4 Wire) as hereinbefore specified, shall be quoted on
as a unit price per foot in the appropriate places in this document.
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